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A thorough digital record of a culturally significant artifact or site

can be collected using a variety of diagnostic imaging techniques,

establishing a baseline for characterizing its state of preservation.

This massive digital record, which includes data from multispectral

photography, three-dimensional scanning, and material

characterization, among others, provides the equivalent of a digital

clinical chart for the site. We present a visual analytics framework

for the interactive and intuitive synthesis, visualization, and

analysis of this record, using a point-based data representation and

rendering paradigm, and illustrate its capabilities in the context of a

set of case studies.

ABSTRACT

Our focus is on developing a visual analysis framework that enables

the interactive integration and visualization of different modalities.

Traditionally, modalities are processed and analyzed separately,

producing a collection of intermediate datasets whose information is

integrated across modalities only late in the workflow, if at all.

While some processing operations add significant value to the

dataset (such as the georeferencing of images, or the alignment of

separate LiDAR scans), others are pure overhead.

For example, time- and resource-intensive preprocessing is often

done to transform LiDAR data from their raw form into a triangle-

mesh representation that is easier to visualize by standard

techniques. This transformation is not lossless: the resulting mesh is

a hypothetical fitting of surfaces to the raw point data. A key goal of

our framework is to avoid transforming the data unless absolutely

necessary. Meeting this goal both minimizes the amount of

preprocessing we must do before visualization, and also helps us

avoid distorting the record.

Our first step toward making rapid integration and visualization a

reality has focused on enabling highly-flexible interactive rendering

of massive LiDAR point datasets. The existing techniques (e.g. [2,3]])

are possible starting points, but tend to require more costly

preprocessing, and to lack the flexibility needed for immediate-

mode data synthesis and analysis. Our key technical contribution is

the development of the pointbuffer, a construct that decouples the

interactive performance of visualization from the considerable

computational costs inherent in the streaming of large numbers of

points from disk or a network server ([5]).
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Diagnostic imaging techniques play an important role in ensuring

the preservation of culturally valuable artifacts and sites. A primary

application is the evaluation and monitoring of an extant structure’s

state of preservation. On archaeological excavations, the digital

record captured by imaging and other techniques can furthermore

be the only form in which some aspects of a site's cultural content

are preserved—since the process of excavation is inherently

destructive. In either case, the variety of imaging and data

acquisition modalities employed and the often massive size of the

resulting datasets together make it a challenge to analyze and

interpret the record holistically.

Each modality captures in an approximate form a different aspect

of the objective reality of a site:

• Three-dimensional laser scan (LiDAR) data provide a geometric

snapshot of a site's surfaces—its topography—as a collection of

point samples, each with color and position information

• Digital photographs (visible light, infrared, ultraviolet, ...)

provide information about a site's appearance

• Material samples are analyzed to determine chemical

composition, or to help estimate the chronology of a site

To obtain a complete picture of the state of a site or artifact, it is

necessary to integrate information from all of these different

aspects.

INTRODUCTION

The data avalanche being created in the field of cultural heritage

diagnostics is daunting, yet its accurate synthesis and analysis is

vital for creating a future for our past by preserving its engineered

artifacts. The framework that we are developing allows us to

interactively visualize datasets with billions of data points encoding

a variety of different types of information about the studied

artifacts, on a range of computer hardware, from laptops to high-

end immersive virtual reality systems. Its minimal processing

requirements qualify it for field-deployment, where it is useful for

monitoring and guiding the incremental construction of a site’s

digital record.

The immediate-mode synthesis, visualization and analysis of data

are a transformative leap in the cultural heritage diagnostics and

preservation process. Exploiting the generality of the presented

point selection system, it is possible to easily develop extensions for

hybrid rendering, mixed reality and augmented reality

environments, combining attributes from the digital and physical

worlds to create content-rich environments that allow researchers to

step into their data sets, while filtering information such that it is

most suitable for the tasks at hand. This ability has led multiple

collaborators to state that this is actually "better than being there,"

allowing groups of domain experts to collaboratively analyze the

data, develop new hypotheses, and tell the scientific story in new

and unique ways.

CONCLUSIONS

Our first case study is the archeological excavation of Khirbat en-

Nahas in Jordan, the largest Iron Age copper production site in the

Levant. A weeklong scanning campaign captured 1.7 billion points

covering the 24 acre site. As a part of the archaeological workflow,

thorough GIS-based recording was done of the precise locations of

finds and of the boundaries of stratigraphic loci ([1,4]). In Figure 2

we use our framework to visualize the loci along with the dating

obtained from radiocarbon analysis of organic material samples.

Such an interactive visualization clarifies the spatial context of the
14C samples, which is essential to establishing a consistent

chronology for a site.

Our second case study is the diagnostic imaging of the Hall of Five-

hundred at Palazzo Vecchio, in Florence, Italy. This Renaissance site

is the possible location of a Leonardo Da Vinci painting (the Battle of

Anghiari) whose whereabouts have been unknown for over 450

years. One billion LiDAR points were collected, with 1mm-

resolution capturing the six frescoes and eight sculptures along the

east and west walls. Figure 3 shows a fine topographic analysis of

the wall behind which the lost painting might lie. The visual

analytics framework that we are developing is being used to plan

the development and application of new non-invasive imaging

techniques capable of producing persuasive evidence for the

presence or absence of the painting behind the brick wall.

Our final case study is Palazzo Medici Riccardi, also in Florence,

Italy, a 15th century Renaissance palace. Over 650 million points

were collected, covering several courtyards, hallways, stairways,

and rooms. Figure 4 shows a ground plan section produced

interactively using our system.

CASE STUDIES

The pointbuffer-based visualization pipeline we have developed

has the following characteristics:

• leverages the capabilities of modern graphics hardware to

produce high-quality renderings

• embodies the concept of progressive refinement, where the

quality and completeness of the visualization improves over

time during interaction

• allows filtering and transformation of points to be performed

dynamically during the course of the visualization

• limits preprocessing to a low-cost lossless transcoding of raw

point data into a form suitable for visualization

• minimizes the impact that various performance bottlenecks can

have on the rate of interaction or quality of the visualization.

• is designed with collaborative digital archeology in mind,

allowing data to be shared over a network

POINTBUFFER-BASED LIDAR VISUALIZATION

Figure 1: Overview of the rapid visualization system.

Figure 4: Palazzo Medici Riccardi, Florence, Italy.

Figure 3: Salone dei Cinquecento, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence, Italy.

Figure 2: Khirbat en-Nahas archaeological site, Jordan.


